
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 Access to all the blocks

 Pictures of boats and ships

 Nosy Neighbour View and 
Bird’s Eye View Diagrams of 
Captain Teddy’s Ship

 Nosy Neighbour View and 
Bird’s Eye View Diagrams of 
another ship (per child)

 A long piece of string and 
some red counters (buoys)

 2 other tokens (per child)

 Play figures (to be sailors 
and passengers etc.)

 A small toy flag (per child)

 Blue paper (optional)

20–25 minutes

BOATS AND SHIPS IN THE HARBOUR

Note: Before the session, spend some time looking at information about boats and ships with your child, and/or 
read stories about them, if possible. 

The Structure and Function of Ships (Analysis and Explanation)

Show your child the pictures provided of different kinds of boat and ship, explaining that these are what have 
been seen around the port and the harbour recently. Use the information table provided at the end of the 
instructions to help you discuss the functions (purposes) of the different craft, and their shapes and structures.

Use one of the images to explain to your child about the structure of a ship – the hull (the body of the ship), the 
deck or decks (the floor or floors of a ship), the bow (the front of a ship) the stern (back), the hold (the lower part 
of a ship where we put the cargo), the bridge (the superstructure of a ship where the captain and the ship’s 
officers work) and the funnel (a metal chimney to let out smoke). Point out that the left-hand side of a ship, if you 
stand on the ship facing forward, is called the ‘port’ side, and the right-hand side is called the ‘starboard’ side.

Explain the following about ships/boats:

• They are all different – some can travel very quickly and change direction quite easily, while others are much 
slower and are quite hard to turn, because of the way they are built.

• Nowadays most use engines to give them the power they need to cross the seas, but in the past ships/boats 
used sails.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

To improve the ability to recognise and analyse details
To foster understanding of spatial orientation and symmetry
To foster creativity – encourage the design and construction of original structures 
To encourage children to develop their own ideas systematically
To foster self-regulation – provide opportunities to consider and describe the 
design of proposed structures before starting to build
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Your child can identify the main component parts of a ship and say what they are for.
Your child can build a ship according to detailed diagrams of two different views.
Your child marks the position of their funnel and their flag correctly on the diagrams.
Your child can build a ship of their own design, planning it first (including the blocks they will use 
for each element of the ship).
Your child’s finished ship takes into account both functional and structural requirements, i.e. all 
the components of the ship are present and the shape and relative proportions – height and width 
– of the structure are appropriate.



• Their speed and how easily they can change direction depend on two things – the power of the ship’s engines (or the size and the number of sails 
if it is a sailing ship), and the shape of the hull. Ships with long, narrow hulls move faster than big wide ships – and they can change direction more 
easily too.

• They vary and go at different speeds because people use them for different things. For example, people on holiday on a cruise ship want to take 
their time and enjoy themselves, but they do like to stop at lots of places. They need lots of space for swimming and games. So cruise liners are big, 
they do not go very fast, but they must be designed to be able to drop anchor in lots of different harbours. Military ships have to be fast and able to 
change direction easily so they can chase enemy ships and escape from them. That is why they have long narrow hulls. Container ships are big and 
wide. They can carry a lot of cargo, but cannot change direction easily or go very fast.

I Point, You Find (Correlation Between Top and Side-View Diagrams):

Put out your full set of blocks and put out the Nosy Neighbour View (detailed side-view) Diagram of ‘Captain Teddy’s Ship’. Let your child look at it, 
and then discuss the diagram. Ask questions to help your child understand that the diagram does not provide enough information for building 
Captain Teddy’s Ship. We do not know how wide it is, or which blocks to use to build it exactly. Discuss ways of getting more information.

Then put out the Bird’s Eye View Diagram and say: This is what Captain Teddy’s Ship looks like from a ‘bird’s eye view’.

Leave both diagrams in clear view for your child. Tell them that you are going to play a game in 
which you point to a block on the diagram that shows the port side of the ship and they find the 
same block on the diagram of the top-view. Then they will be a ship builders and help Captain 
Teddy get his ship built! 

If they run into difficulty, draw dotted lines to link the two views of the block in question. Remind 
them that this is what architects do to help people match the position of a block in two views. 
Point to the blocks in a logical order, starting with the base shown on the Nosy Neighbour Diagram. 
Once they have found each block on the other diagram, have them choose it from your block set 
and add it to the ship build, so that at the end you have built the complete ship together. 

Finally, summarise what they will have discovered for themselves: We need at least two views/plans to be able to build it, and even then, there are 
some blocks underneath that we can’t be sure about – although we can find suitable blocks for those if we are careful. If we only have one view of 
Captain Teddy’s Ship, it is not easy to tell the difference between the blocks. For example, if we look at the side of his ship, a brick, a large half-cube 
and a cuboid can all look the same.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

BOATS AND SHIPS IN THE HARBOUR – continued 
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Liner – Launch Your Ship (Building according to Top-View and Side-View Detailed Diagrams of the Same Object)

Now ask your child to build another ship according to the other two diagrams provided – a Bird’s Eye 
View and a Nosy Neighbour View as before. Each child doing the session should build their own 
ship independently this time.

When they have finished, ask them to add a flag and a funnel (a cylinder) to their ship. 
Then have them mark the positions of the flag and the funnel on both diagrams using tokens.

Ships in the Harbour (Building according to Individual Designs)

Explain that together you will make a harbour, and then each of you will build a ship or boat of your own design. 

Designate an area for the harbour, marking the edge of the dock with a line of string on the floor. Place red circles, ‘buoys in the water’, at regular 
intervals and allocate an ‘anchorage’ to each child doing this session and one for you – the place near the buoy where they will anchor their ships.

Outline the process of planning a design:

• Imagine the ship you are going to build – think about what your ship does. Is it a cargo ship? A cruise liner? A battleship?
• Think about its main parts.
• Think about what the outside of your ship will look like.
• Think about which blocks you will need to build it.

Provide your child with as much time and space as possible for talking through the planning and building process – with you, and with any other 
child doing the session – to help them clarify their thinking.

Once the ships are ready, put out some play people and small toys to encourage imaginative play.

BOATS AND SHIPS IN THE HARBOUR – continued 
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Build each ship on a sheet of blue paper, to make it easier for your child to slide them around on the floor when playing afterwards. 



BOATS AND SHIPS IN THE HARBOUR – continued 
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TYPE PURPOSE SHAPE AND STRUCTURE

Liner (Cruise 
Ship) Carrying passengers

Large hull with many decks. May have cafes, a swimming pool and 
other places for the passengers to have fun, as well as cabins for 

them to sleep in

Fishing Boat Catching fish A strong hull to stand up against wild winds and crashing waves; 
a deck with places to store lots of fish

Patrol Boat Surveying the seas
Slim (for speed), with a high

bridge so the captain can see a long way

Speed Boat Pleasure or sport Small, streamlined, fast and low

Container Ship Carrying huge cargo containers Large, flat deck; high stern so that other ships can see it

Oil Tanker
Transporting large amounts of oil over 

long distances
Huge hull with several sections for holding 80,000 tons of oil

Sailing Ship
Training and adventure (once they were 
the only ships used for cargo passengers 

and warfare)
Wooden hull (for cargo or passengers); several masts for sails

Destroyer Carrying guns and missiles for warfare Light, strong, metal hull; streamlined for speed

Aircraft Carrier Floating airfield Large hull containing an aircraft hangar; a large flat deck for the 
planes to land on

Canal Barge Transport – internal canals; 
sometimes converted to floating homes Large hull and living quarters

Ferry For transporting people and cars Large hull for vehicles that can drive on, and passenger facilities

Motor Launch Pleasure Medium-sized, often with luxurious fittings
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